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We apply the Malliavin calculus to study several non-degeneracy conditions on 
the coefficients of a stochastic differential equation on the plane, in order to deduce 
the existence and smoothness of density for the law of the solution. 0 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let W= (( Wf, . . . . Wt), z E rW: > be a d-dimensionai brownian sheet and 
x a fixed point in R”. Consider the process X= { (Xf , . . . . c), z E rW: > 
defined as the solution of the stochastic differential system: 
Jf+x’+ 
I 
i = 1, . . . . m. (0.1) 
Co.21 
[AjX,) dW; + A;(X,) dr], 
It is known that under some smoothness conditions on the coefficients A: 
(1~ i < m, 0 < j < d) such a solution exists and has a version with almost 
surely continuous paths. 
This paper is devoted to study the law of the m-dimensional random 
vector X, = (Xf , . . . . c), where z = (s, t) is a fixed point in rW: such that 
st # 0. More precisely, we are looking for non-degeneracy conditions on the 
coefficients of (0.1) in order to obtain that the law of X, is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R” and possesses a 
C” density. 
To give a probabilistic proof of Hiirmander’s renowned theorem, 
Malliavin has developed in [6] a stochastic calculus of variations which 
provides a method to show the existence and smoothness of density for the 
solution of an ordinary stochastic differential equation with respect to the 
Brownian motion, under Hormander’s condition. 
Using Watanabe’s approach of Malliavin’s theorem ([lS], see also 
[ 10,4]), we have proved in [S] the existence and smoothness of density 
for the law of X,, assuming the hypothesis: 
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(Hi) The vector space spanned by the vector fields 
A 1, . . . . Ad, APA,, 1 < i, j< d, . . . . Az(Az(... (Al-,AJ . ..). 
1 < i, , . . . . i, < d, . . . 
at the point x, has full rank. 
Here ATA,. denotes the covariant derivative of Aj in the direction of Ai. 
This is a kind of Hormander’s “restricted” condition, in the sense that it 
does not involve the vector field A,. 
Observe that, unlike the Hormander’s condition, here we use covariant 
derivatives instead of Lie brackets. 
Hypothesis (Hi) has two disadvantages: First, it does not use the field 
A,,, and, second, it does not consider all the algebra generated by A,, . . . . A, 
with respect to the operation “V.” 
To overcome these restrictions we introduce in [9] a weaker condition 
(which will be called hypothesis (Hz) in Section 2) and it is proved that it 
suflices to establish the existence of density for the law of X, (see 
Theorem 2.1 of [9]). The main result of this paper, Theorem 2.2, states 
that (H,) also implies the smoothness of this density. 
Condition (Hz) is not easy to handle but it is implied by some other 
stronger conditions which can be verified more simply. Consider, for 
instance, the following hypothesis: 
(H3) The algebra J& generated by the vector fields A,, . . . . A,, with 
respect to the operation APA,, at the point x, has full rank. 
We show in the last part of this article that (H,) (which is clearly weaker 
than (Hi)) implies (Hz); in consequence if (H3) holds, the law of X, 
possesses a smooth density. 
As we will specify later, hypothesis (HJ and the usual Hbrmander’s 
condition are not comparable. However, notice that (Hz) is strictly weaker 
than the usual restricted Hiirmander’s condition. Recall that this condition 
uses the Lie algebra generated by the vector fields A,, . . . . Ad, which is 
included in ~4,. In relation with this fact, the following example points out 
a remarkable difference between the l- and the 2-parameter cases. 




In this case d= 1 and A, = (1, x1, x2, . . . . x”-I, x”‘+ ‘). The vector fields 
Ai,AyA,, Ay(AyA,), . . . . AT@:... (AYA,)...) are linearly independent at 
the point (0, . . . . 0, 1); in consequence condition (H,) holds and X, possesses 
an infinitely differentiable density. Hiirmander’s restricted condition is not 
satisfied and in the l-parameter case the law of this system is singular, as 
can be easily seen by means of It&s formula. 
In the first section of this article we present briefly some elements of 
Malliavin’s calculus. In Section 2 we prove the main result. Section 3 deals 
with some applications, in particular an improvement of Theorem 4.3 of 
[8] is given and several examples are discussed. 
1. MALLIAVIN CALCULUS 
The extension of Malliavin calculus to the case of 2-parameter Wiener 
functionals is straightforward. We introduce here those notations and 
concepts which are necessary in order to set up the 2-parameter version of 
Malliavin’s criterion for smoothness of the law of Wiener functionals. For 
a rather detailed presentation see [8]. 
Let (Sz, 9, P) be the canonical space associated with the 2-parameter 
Wiener sheet W, that is, 52 = {w : rW: + R”, continuous, vanishing on the 
axes}, P is the 2-parameter Wiener measure, and 9 is the completion of 
the Bore1 a-field of 52 with respect to P. 
Let H= {o E 9: there exist ti’ E L’([w: ), i = 1, . . . . d, such that oi(z) = 
JR2 d(r) dr, for any ZE IR: and for any i}, where R, denotes the rectangle 
[0, z]. H is a Hilbert space with the inner product 
&f(r) h;(r) dr. 
A smooth functional is a map F: Q + R such that there exists some n 2 1 
and a P-function S on R” with the following properties: 
(i) f and all its derivatives have at most polynomial growth order. 
(ii) F(o) = f(o(z,), . . . . w(z,)) for some zr, . . . . z, E UP+. 
The derivative of a smooth functional F along any vector h E H is given 
by 
DF(h) =,$, igl f$ (4zlh . . . . 4zJ) h’(zi) = jRz <j(r)&) dry 
I 
where 
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Recursively, the Nth derivative of F determines a square integrable 
random variable taking values on the Hilbert space HBN of all continuous 
N-multilinear forms on H@ !‘! @H with the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, given 
by 
DNF(hl, . . . . h,,,) 
tjl, _.., j,q('lT .*. , rN) hjl(r,)...kjN(r,) drl . ..dr., 
where 
for all jr, . . . . jN~ (1, . . . . d) and rl, . . . . r,ER:. 
For any integer N > 1 and any real p > 1, we set 
where 11. (1 nS denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, that means 
112 
<j,...j,+,(r,,-. , rN) drl .-.drN 
Define gp,,, to be the closed hull of the set of smooth functionals with 
respect to thus norm and 9, = ON, r np,, Qp,N .9, is a complete metric 
space and can also be defined using the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator L, 
that is, the multiplication operator by the factor --n on every subspace of 
the Wiener-Chaos decomposition of L*(Jz, F, P). 
The next result is the 2-parameter version of Malliavin’s result. 
THEOREM 1.1 (cf. [4, l&6]). Let F: B + R” be a measurable function, 
F= (F’, . . . . F”), satisfying the properties: 
(i) F’Ega, for i= 1, . . . . m. 
(ii) (det Q)-’ E Lp, for all p > 1, where Q is the m x m matrix, whose 
elements are Qv= (DF., DFj),. 
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Then, the law of F is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure and its density is of class C”. 
Remark. In the sequel we make the usual convention about summation 
on repeated indices. 
2. APPLICATION OF MALLIAVIN CALCULUSTO THE SOLUTION 
OF STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ON THE PLANE 
Let W= {( Wi, . . . . Wf ), z E Iw: } be a 2-parameter d-dimensional Wiener 
process defined on the canonical probability space (Q, 9, P). Assume that 
A;, i= 1, . . . . m, j=O, 1, . . . . d, are C” functions with bounded derivatives of 
all orders greater than or equal to one. Consider the 2-parameter m-dimen- 
sional continuous process X= {XL, ZE W:, i= 1, . . . . m} given by the 
system of stochastic differential equations 
+xi+ 
s 
A;(X,) dW{, i = 1, . . . . m, (2.1) 
R* 
where x E BY’ and, by convention, de = dr. 
In order to formulate the non-degeneracy condition that we are going to 
impose on the coefficients, we need some preliminary notations (see [9]). 
Let B, , B,, . . . be C” vector fields on R” and let 71, z2, . . . be non-negative 
real numbers. We introduce the following vector fields 
(4 * &)(71,72) 
= @'B, 112, c zz} = 
B{ DjBz if 7,<7, 
0 if 71>72, 
(BI * 4 * 4)(71,72,73) 
=B{(DjB:)(DtcB,) l~q,q<q) +BiBi(DjD,B,) l{rl<rj,r2<r)). 
Note that (B, * B2 * B3)(71, 72, z3) = BT(BTB,) if r1 < 72 < ~3. 
In order to define (B, * , . , * B,)(71, . . . . 7,) we denote by gn the set of all 
mappings v: { 1, 2, . . . . n - 1 } + (2, . . . . n} such that v(i) > i. 
Then, the I,-coordinate of this vector field will be given by 
(B, * . . . * B&7,, . . . . 7,) 
= C f fi [ n llzj<z,) Dl,)B:.], Q-2) 
vecvn I, ,__., /.-l=l i=l {i:v(j)=i) 
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with the convention 
n 1 17,Grii Dg= Id. if (j: v(j) = i} = 0. 
{j: v(j)=i} 
Observe that (B, * ... * Bn)(rl, . . . . T,) is equal to zero for 
z1 > t2 > . . . > z,. On the other hand, we have the following property. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that z1 < . . . < T,,. Then 
(4 * . . . * B,)(r,, . . . . T”)= By(B;(... (B;-,B,) . ..). 
Proof. This result can be shown by induction on n. We have seen that 
it holds for n = 2. Assume that it is true for n - 1. We have 
By(B;(... (B;p,B,) ,..) 
=,:, 
B? D,,C(Bz * . ..* B,)(T,, . . . . r,)l 
1 
4, Bf . > 11 (2.3) 
Here ?Yi-l denotes the set of all mappings V: (2, . . . . n - 1) + { 3, . . . . n> 
such that v(i) > i We remark that any mapping v E ?V” can be determined 
by its restriction V= VI t2, . ...*- i1 E +Y,!-, and by v( 1) = in (2, . . . . n}. Conse- 
quently, (2.3) will be equal to 
I? B? 1 ii l--I 
I,, __., I.-, = 1 YE?& k=l ( 
4, Bt 
(jck:v(j)=k} > 
= (4 * ..-* B,)(z,, . . . . T,). m 
Now we consider the set 8; of vector fields of the form 
s CO,Il’ (Aif *..‘*Aj”)(Tl,...,t”-l, t) n Lhjy {j:i,=O) (2.4) 
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where k = card{j: ii = 0}, it, . . . . i, = 0, 1, . . . . d, i, # 0, and zje (0, t]. By 
convention, if (j,ij=O}=@ we take simply the vector field 
(Ai, * . . . * A&, , . . . . z,, t). 
We can state the main result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that the following hypothesis holds: 
(H,) The vector space spanned by the vector fields of &I at point x has 
full rank. 
Then, for any point (s, t) with st # 0, the law of the random vector X,, given 
by Eq. (2.1) admits an infinitely differentiable density function. 
In order to prove this theorem we need two preliminar lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3 (cf. [S, 121). Let Y,= Y,,+ M, + V, be a continuous semi- 
martingale adapted to an increasing family of a-fields { &, t > 0) satisfying 
the usual conditions. We assume that M = {M,, t 2 0} is a continuous local 
martingale such that MO = 0 and (M), = Jk a: ds, we also assume that 
V, = jr, ys ds, where a and y are progressively measurable processes such that 
the preceding integrals exist. Let S: 52 + [0, r] be a bounded stopping time 
and suppose that sup{ la,(o)l, Iy,(o)l } <K for any w E Sz and t < S(w). We 
fix real numbers 6 > 4n> 0, a, b > 0, and p > 1. Then, we have 
I 
s 
P Y: dt < a&*, af dt > be” < Ed, 
0 
for any E <Ed, where ~~ depends on p, K, z, a, b, 6, and n. 
LEMMA 2.4. Under the same hypotheses’ of Lemma 2.3, we suppose, in 
addition, that yt = y. + N, + U, is a continuous semimartingale of the same 
kind as Y,. That means, N= {N,, t > 0} is a continuous local martingale 
vanishing at the origin, with (N), = jb a: ds, and U, = j; 7, a!~, where B and 
7 are progressively measurable processes such that the preceding integrals 
exist. We also assume that sup{ I&,(w)l, Iy,(w)l} G K for any w E 52 and 
t < S(w). We fix real numbers 6, j?, n, a, b > 0 and p 2 1 such that 
6 > 4(8n + fi). Then, we have 
for any E < .zo, where ~~ depends on p, K, z, a, b, 6, n, and B. 
Proof The proof of this lemma follows the same lines as that of 
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Theorem 8.29 of [Stroock, 121. For the sake of completeness we will give 
the main arguments of this demonstration. Set 
E= js Y:dt~ae6,fSy:dt,hEn,S>,EB 
0 0 
We have E c E, v E2, where 
El= 1: Y:dt~a.“,1Srr:dt~bE8”+P}, 
0 
and 
EZ= jos Y:d,4aEd,l”n:dt<b&~“iB,ISy:dt>,b&~,S>,EB~. 
0 0 
Using Lemma 2.3 we get the desired majoration for the probability of E,. 
For any real and continuous function f defined on Z= [a, b], we put 
being II) = b - a. 
In order to bound the probability of E2 we follow several steps: 
(i) We fix a E (0, 1). Then, there exists a random variable L with 
finite moments of all orders such that 
b,(o)-Y,(O)1 GL(w) It-da forall O<s<t<S(o). (2.5) 
This property can be veritied using the theorem of Garsia, Rademich, and 
Rumsey (cf. [ 131). In fact, put Y = 2/( 1 - 2a) and define 
B(o) = & j; (9)” ds dt. 
The Garsia-Rademich-Rumsey result implies that 
lyt - ysl < 8 J:‘-” (5)“” d(u’12) = const B’/” Is - tl”, 
for all s, t E [0, S]. 
Henceforth C will denote a constant which may depend on 
p, K, 7, a, b, 6, q, and ~3. Let p 2 2 and s, t E [0,7]. Using Burkholder’s 
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inequality and taking into account the special properties of the semi- 
martingale y, it is easy to check that 
E((y(r A S)-y(s A S)(q<C(t-sp2. W-9 
From (2.6) it follows that the random variable B has finite moments of all 
orders and, therefore, condition (2.5) holds. 
(ii) Let a < b and f~ C( [a, b]). Suppose that If(x)1 2 m > 0 for all 
x E [a, b]. Then, 
o;,,,(~~f(‘)dt)~~(b-a)‘. 
This is a simple result of real analysis, proved in [12]. 
(iii) Assume that o E E2 n {L < E-“), where v > 0. We claim that, for 
c1= 3/8 and v = 48 = 43, the following inequality is true for E < 1, 
a&, ( V) > CP” + 8. (2.7) 
Indeed, as ji y: dt > b?, there exists tO~ [0, S] such that Ir(&,)l > 
(bc”/S)“2. Without loss of generality we may suppose L(o) = 0. 
Let Zc [0, S] be an interval containing the point t, and whose length 
equals to inf{S, ((1/2L) @)‘/‘}. For any t E Z, by (2.5) we have 
1 beq lJ2 
Ir~l~l~,~l-Ir*-r,,l~lu,l-~l~-~ola~~ Ij- . 
( ) 
(2.8) 
Suppose first that Z= [0, S], that means, S< ((1/2L) &%)l”. Then, 
using (2.8) and step (ii) we obtain 
Finally, if (1/2L ,,&@)‘Ia < S, applying again (2.8) and step (ii), we have 
(iv) We can write 
10 
and, hence 
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(v) Let o E E2 n {L<E-“1 (with v = q/8). From (2.7) and (2.9) it 
follows that 





sup JM,J > CE3V + PI2 
O<f<S 1 
. (2.10) 
Adjoining, if necessary, a Brownian motion independent of Vtao %, we 
may assume, as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 (see [8]) that 
sup,,, lol,(w)l 3 R > 0. Define A, = inf(s 2 0: (M), > t} and B, = M(A,). 
Then {B,, &,, t 2 0} is a Brownian motion, and the second term of the 
expression (2.10) can be bounded by 
P{(M),< bc8”+B, sup IB,I > C.S~“+~“} 
OGUC <M)s 




sup /B,I >+-” . 
091<1 J- 1 
The proof of the lemma is now complete. 1 
Note. After having finished this article we knew a result of Norris (see 
Lemma 4.1 in “Simplified Malliavin Calculus,” Sem. de Probab. 20, 
pp. 101-130, Lecture Notes in Math., Vol. 1204, Springer-Verlag, New 
York/Berlin, 1986) which provides a simple proof, based on martingale 
maximal inequalities, of the estimations given in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We fix z = (s, t) E IR: with st #O. We have to 
check conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.1 for the random vector 
(Xf 7 ‘.., Xy). Condition (i) has been proved in [S]. In order to show the 
second condition we denote the Malliavin matrix by QP= (DX:, OX:), 
l,<i, j,<m. 
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From the results of [8] we know that 
where, for any. r, the processes { cj(z, r), z > r }, 1 < i, j < m, are defined as 
the solution of the stochastic differential system 
Using the estimates for the moments of the solutions of stochastic 
differential equations in the plane, obtained in [8], we deduce that 
-WQlV’) < ~0 for any p 2 2, where IlQll denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm 
of Q. Then, by Lemma 4.1 of [ 81, in order to check condition (ii) of 
Theorem 1.1, it suffices to see that for all p > 1 we have 
(2.12) 
for any E < aO, where a,, depends on p, x, z, and the coefficients of the 
system (2.1). We will always suppose E < 1. Observe that, by (2.11) 
The factor $(z, r) reduces to the identity matrix when z belongs to the 
upper side of R,. Using this fact, and integrating over the band 
[O, s] x [ 1 - &2’3, t], we have shown in [S] that for proving (2.12) it 
suffices to study the probability 
h=l o 
(2.13) 
We are going to introduce some additional notations. Let r be the set of 
all continuous functions 4: [0, t] -+ R”. Consider an infinitely differentiable 
function Y: (I!?‘)” --f R” and a finite measure p on [0, I]“, being n > 1. The 
couple (Y, p) will also be represented by fir) and determines a mapping 
VP) : r --f KY” given by 
y’p’(4) = f[o.,,” Y(#(r,), . .. . 4(~5,)) cL(dr,, -.., dd. 
Note that two different couples may give rise to the same mapping. The 
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number n 2 1 will be called the order of the couple Y(P). In the particular 
case n = 1 and p = 6, we will write Y for YcsT) and, then, Y-(d) = Y($(r)). 
Denote by 9 the vector space of all finite linear combinations 
xi”= I ajYyi), where for any j, uj is a real number, Yj: (Rm)q + R” is a C” 
function, and pi is a finite measure on [0, t]‘? By linearity, the elements of 
9 also determine mappings from r to R”. 
Suppose that Z(“) is an element of order 1 and Ycr) has order n. Then we 
define an element of 9 as 
2”) * I+) = li 
k=l 
W(xo) $ (Xl, ..*, x,), V(dT,) 1 jrO<‘k) /J(dZ,) . . . . dz,)), 
I 
where the coordinates of a point in ( Rm)n+ ’ or in [0, t]“+ r are indexed by 
0, 1, . . . . n. That means, for any 4 E r, we have 
We are going to consider the elements Af, j = 1, . . . . d, r E [0, t] and A:‘, 
where 1 denotes the Lebesgue measure on [0, t]. Then, we have 
We define the following subsets of 9 
u,= {A;, j= 1, . . . . d}, 
uj= {At)* I’, A’,* I/,being P’EU~-r,h=l,..., ~,TE(O, t]}, 
if j31, and 
u, = ij uj. 
j=O 
An arbitrary element of U, can be expressed as Ai,’ * (A;; * 
(...(A;;:; *At)...), where i,, . . . . i,=O 1, . . . . d, rjo(O, t] if ij#O and, by 
convention A? = A&” if ii = 0. Then, there is a natural one-to-one corre- 
spondence ‘betkeen 8 and set 8, of the vector fields (2.4). Furthermore, if 
we apply an element of U, to the constant function d(r) = x, the result 
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coincides with the associated vector field of S; evaluated at point x. More 
precisely, we have 
[A;; * (A;; * (... (A;;-; * Ain) . ..)](x) 
= 
co, 11k 
(Ai, * . . . * Ai,)@, 7 *aa) IT, - 1) t) n drj (XL (2.15) 
{j:ij=O} > 
where k=card{j: ij=O}. 
This equality can be proved by means of a recursive argument. 
The vector fields of &?I differ from those of gz in a multiplicative 
constant. So, hypothesis (Hz) implies that the linear span of G!?~ at point 
x is R”, i.e., (&$ )(x) = IF!“. From (2.15) we obtain an analogous prop- 
erty for the set U, : (U,)(x) = UP. As a consequence, there exists 
integers j, > 0 and p. 2 1 such that ( U~zo Sj)(x) = R”, where 9, = U, = 
{A;, j= 1, . . . . d}and~j={Ab’)*I/,A~*V,beingVE~~j_l,h=l ,..., d,and 
O<t,<tz< ... <I,< ... <tp,<t ifj>l). 
This implies that there is an R >O and c>O such that 
j$o “:a t”i vi(4))2 2 c (2.16) 
J 
for all UE R” and d~r with 11~1 = 1 and ~up~~~~, [d(r)-xl <R. 
This follows from the fact that CFzp=, CVcs,(ui vi(b))2 is a continuous 
function of 4 which is strictly positive for 4 =x. The estimation can be 
chosen uniform in u because (u: IuI = 1 } is compact. 
Let {9=;, z E rW!+ } be the completed filtration generated by the 2- 
parameter Wiener process W. Consider the stopping time S with respect to 
the family of o-fields (&,, (T > 0} defined as 
S=inf(o>O: sup IXcr-xI > R} A s. 
C<O,?Cf 
For any j= 0, 1, . . . . j, we put m(j) = 32-‘j and we introduce the set 
We remark that 
1 J 
$, ; (u~A;(X,,))~ da < 4c113} c E,. 
Therefore, to obtain estimations for the probability (2.13) it suffices to 
study the probability of Eo. Consider the decomposition 
E,c(E,nE;)u(E,nE;)u es* u(E,-,nE;JuF, 
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where F = E. n El n . . . n Ejo. Then, we have 
W-C,) G 2 P(Ej- 1 n E;) + P(F), 
j=l 
(2.17) 
and we are going to estimate each term of this sum. This will be done in 
several steps. 
(i) We can write 
P(F)<P(Fn {S>E~})+P{S<E~), 
where 0 < fl< m(j,). For E small enough, the intersection is empty. In fact, 
if S 2 a@ we have 
jgo “TS j: (Vi V’WO. HZ dtJ 2 c@, 
I 




AIM,) dWf ’ 
I) 
6 c&qb12, (2.18) 
UC(E~~,I) Ru 
for any q 22, using the estimates for the moments of the solutions of 
stochastic differential equations in the plane (cf. [8]). So, we have obtained 
the desired majoration for P(F). In the following, C or C, will denote a 
constant depending on q, x, z, and the coefficients of the system (2.1). 
(ii) For any j= 1, . . . . i0 we consider the probability 
P(Ej- 1 n E;) 
hcl JI (‘iA 4 * V)i(Xo*))2>2n(j- l)-‘p,‘P”’ I 
j: (vi Vi(XoJ)2 da,<4@--l), 
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where n(j) = card aj. We fix VE Sji- i and p = 1, . . . . pO. Our aim will be to 
find an estimation of the type (2.12) for the probability of the following 
sets: 
A,= 
C, jos t”itA 2 * v)i(X,a ))’ dcr > ajPci) , 
A,= (vi vi(X,J)2 da < 4P(i-1), 
I 
,5 (u,(Ab” * V)i(X,. ))’ da > bjP(j) 
where aj=2n(j.- 1))‘~;’ and bj=2n(j- 1))‘. 
(ii)1 Estimation of P(A,): First we recall that the element Ve3jil 
can be expressed as a finite linear combination of elements of order j. That 
means, 
In particular, the process 
will be a continuous semimartingale in the variable 0. Using Ito’s formula 
we can write the following decomposition of this semimartingale 
683/31/l-2 
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Then, the quadratic variation of this semimartingale will be given by 
(h~(X..)>, 
(2.21) 
The probability of A, will be decomposed into two different parts: 
+ P 
i 
i J” (U,(.4fp * V)i(X,s))2 d0 > UjEmci), 
h=l 0 
(2.22) 
The term a1 can be bounded using Lemma 2.3 in view of the expression 
(2.21) for the quadratic variation of the semimartingale {vi v’(X,.), CT >O}. 
We take a = 4, b = iaj, 6 = m( j - l), q = 3m( j) and we observe that 6 > 41. 
Let I be the interval [tP - sZmCi), t,], assuming that sti(j) c t, - t,- 1 (by 
convention to = 0). We have the following majoration for a, : 
a2Gp ,cl JosJ,(ui(A 1 4 * V)i(Xo~ ))’ do dz > ajc3”‘(j), 
h$, f: fI (u,(A~ * V)i(Xea))2 do dZ Cd ajC3m”,) 
<P i 1”s (ui[(Ak-A;)* V]i(X,.))2d~dr>~4E3m(i) 
1 h=l 0 I 
< 44a,~4E-4m(j)S4 sup E 5 (u,[(Ap-A;)* V]‘(&))’ ’ 
LrE[O,S],TEI h=l II 
for any 4 2 2. 
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Finally, the term a2 will be bounded by Cs4m(i)as a consequence of the 
next result. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let j > 1, VE gji- 1, and h = 1, . . . . d. Then, for all q 2 2, 
z<t,, and tp--l<T’cT, we have 
sup ECI((Ai-Ai) * V)(&.)141 <C(j, VI l~--‘l~‘~, 
OCOdS 
where the constant C( j, V) depends, as usual, on q, x, z, and the coefficients 
of the system (2.1). 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. We assume that V is given by the expression 
(2.19). We compute 
=c, f i E(lbc,lq). 
q=l k=l 
We decompose the integral Zk,, in two terms Zkrl = Zrd + Z$, where Z&) 
represents the integral over the set [0, t]‘n’{rk ~rur’} and Zit) is the 
integral over [O, t]‘n {r’ < rk < r}. 
Remember that V is an element of the form 
where i, , . . . . ij = 0, 1, . . . . d, 7: E (0, t] if ik # 0 and A! = Ah’), by convention. 
Furthermore, ii # 0, r; = t, and 7: E { tl, . . . . tpO} if ik # 0. As a consequence 
the function Y:(x,, . . . . Xj) will be a product fi(x,) ... fi(xj), where each fk 
is equal to one of the coefficients AL or its derivatives. Taking into account 
that these coefficients have bounded derivatives, and using the estimates for 
the moments of the process X, it is easy to verify that 
sup E 
(I I 
z We,,, ...y L,) ’ 
I) 
< C(j, VI. 
O<CT<S 
T I,..., *j'[o,r] 
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Then, the term E (II&)l,‘,‘l”) can be majorized without any problem because 
[E(Ix,,-x,,.129)]1’2~ c IT-T’19’2. 
The treatment of the remaining term E( lli$q) is separated into two 
cases: 
(a) If ik #O, then rig {t,, . . . . tp,,) and the measure prl includes a 
factor of the form 6,$dr,). Therefore, ,u,( [0, t]'n (z' < Tk < z}) = 0 
because t, _, -C r’ -C t,, and the term in question vanishes. 
(b) If ik = 0, the measure ptt, contains the factor drk and the desired 
estimation follows easily using Holder’s inequality. fl 
(ii2) Estimation of P(A,). We define ye(u) = ri(Ab[’ * V)‘(X,.), and 
Then, we have 
&4,) = P J: (vi Vi(XoJ)’ da 6 4cm(j- l), j” ~~(a)~ da > bj&“‘(i) 
0 
<P (uiv’(x,.))2da~4&“(j-‘), 
s ,‘ (ye(o) + i ~~(0))~ da >; bj.Y(j) 
h=l 
jOo~(~i~(Xo.))2d~~4E”(j-1), 
The desired estimation for the term b1 will follow from Lemma 2.4. In fact, 
we can write 
/!?, <P js (uiVi(X,J)’ da<4@-‘), 
1 0 
U 
os ye(a)+ f y/#(u) 
> h=l 
=p; +p;. 
s 2 &m(j) + p{ s d p(j)) 
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Now we apply Lemma 2.4 to the semimartingale { ui V(X,,. ), G > 0 j taking 
a = 4, b = ibj, 6 = m(j- l), v = m(j), and p = m(i). 
Notice that m(j- 1) > 4(%71(j) + m(j)). This provides the suitable 
majoration for /3;. The term B; is bounded as in (2.18). Therefore, it 
remains to study the probability 
(2.23) 
We have ~~(0)~ f arjb yh(e, r)2 dz, where 
Assume that 1, - t, _, <Ed”’ for any p = 1, . . . . po. This is true for E small 
enough. Consider a set of points 0 = u. < u1 < . . . < u, = t which contains 
the set {to, . . . . tpo) and such that AsZm(j) < Juol - u,- I1 <+?‘(j) for all 
a=1 , . . . . /i, where A is some positive constant. Put I, = (a, _ r, u,] and note 
that A < C.s p2m(i). 






h$l lo’ j-i Jh(a, T)’ do d7 > t - ‘2 -‘+ ‘b,f’“‘j 
hijl /osf,a y”h(a, T)’ da dt > cjc3m(j)} 
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where c.= C-‘t-12-d+ibi. We will write a&= $(u~+ u,-~). We have J 
where the constant ,I will be specified later. 
Estimation of &. The term /3; can be bounded as it has been done for 
A r . First we have to write a decomposition similar to (2.22): 
* V)i(XoJ)2 da > 2+(j) (2.24) 
We obtain the desired majoration for the first term of the decomposition 
(2.24) using Lemma 2.3 and provided that 
m(j - 1) 2 4vm(j). (2.25) 
Consider now the intervals .I, = [u& - skm(j), u&l, where k > 2. Assume that 
(which is true for E small enough) u,_ 1 < U& - P’Q): 
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Then, for 
v=l+k (2.26) 
we deduce that the second summand of expression (2.24) is bounded by 
CudAl 
D 




; j-“I @,((A;-A;“)* v)‘(X,.))‘d~d~>~E’“‘” 
/,=I 0 J. 
Applying Lemma 2.5 again, this expression can be majorized by 
C ~(~~-‘~~“‘(j) for any q > 2. So, in order to obtain the desired bound it 
s&ices to take 2k > v, or, by (2.26), 
v>21. (2.27) 
Notice that the sum with respect to a is not relevant because it is 
equivalent to the multiplication by s-‘“‘(j) and we have only to choose an 
exponent q 3 2 large enough to compensate this factor. 
Estimation of /I”;. The process 
u,(A? * V)‘(X,.) 
xl (u&<rkjPq(drl 7 -*> dZ,) 
is a semimartingale in the coordinate rr. Using It& formula, we can express 
the martingale part of this semimartingale, 
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Consequently, the quadratic variation of this semimartingale is given by 




ui ?JL xc,,, . ..) x,, ) !% (Xc&,,) Ai.(X,,) i( 
ax: J ax,, 
xl(r~~&)l(u&~r~]+ui 5713 *“P xt;Tj) Ai(X5U;) Air(XtT) 
xl 1 , 
(r<?k’) {Ua<Tk} 
> 
p&dz,, . . . . dz,) 1 
2 
Consider now the decomposition 
$ jS(oi(A;;b* V)‘(X,.))*da~2~“~(~), 
h=l 0 
j= 1 i,” 6 ( .( u, A;.*A$* V)‘(X~.))‘dadr~~r”“‘i) 
,.h$c, jos ji t”itAk ’ * A? * V)j(X 0. ))’ da dr < 2 c3m(i) 16 ’ 
c, j: j ,  
a 
y”,(a, 7)2 da dr > qa”“(j)} = & + p;. 
The term j?z can be bounded using Lemma 2.3 provided that A > 12. The 
relations (2.25), (2.26), and (2.27) hold if, for instance we take 1= 13, 
v=27, and k= 14. 
For the term /3’; we are going to introduce a further decomposition 
fiYGP A;. * A: * V)i(X,.))2 da dT < 2 Gus, 
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We have 
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Using Lemma 2.5 we obtain that this expression is bounded by Cq?“(j) for 
any q>2. 
Estimation of pt. 
(y”/z(a, r)-ui(A2 * A$ * Vi(X,.))‘d~d~lq] 
G cqE-wti) sup E[ly”,,(a,z)-u,(A+ A$* V)‘(XJ1’“]. 
(,J,T)ECO.SlXIol 
Notice that in view of u& < u,, it holds that 
y”,(a, 7) - ui(Ap * A? * Fy(X,.) 
‘1=1 k,k’=l 
= c, : i E(bc,,,IZq). 
n=l k,k’=l 
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We recall that the variable r belongs to the interval Z,. Then we are going 
to consider two different cases: 
(I) u: 6 r < u,. We define the sets (see Fig. 1) 
Bl = {h ..a, Tj)E [o,t]‘: zk>z, +a&), 
B,= {h . . . . zj) E [o, t]‘: u:, < zk < z, zk’ > u,}, 
B,= {h . . . . zj) E [o, t]‘: Tk > z, z < zk’ < u,}, 
B,=[O,t]j-(B,uB,uB,). 
We decompose the integral Z,&‘,, into four terms, 
where for any i = 1, . . . . 4, ZII;(,, represents the integral over the set Bi. 
Observe that ZIpk!, = 0. Then we have to majorize the remaining integrals: 
(Ir) On the Set B,, We have r < rk A rk’ and U, < rk,, u:, < ?k. Thus, 
< c, Eq2m(j). 
FIGURE 1 
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(IJ For i = 2 we have 
29 
xpq(dr,, . ..) dzi) 
I) 
. 
Here we can argue as in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Using the same notations 
as before we will have: 
(a) 
7; E { fl, . ..) 
If the measure p,, contains a factor of the form 6,;(dr,), where 
I~,,>, then p&B*) = 0, and the integral Ii?, vanishes. 
(b) The measure p,, contains the factor dTk and the desired estima- 
tion follows using Holder’s inequality. 
(13) For i= 3 we can use the same method, replacing dzk by dzk’. 
(II) Assume u,- 1 < r < uk. In this case we introduce the sets (Fig. 2) 
Cl = { (71, .**, 7j) E [o, t]‘: 7,‘ > U&P zk’ 2 &}> 
c*= {h ***, 7j)E[0,t]j:7~7k<U~,7k’~Uol}, 
c3= ((71, .*., 7j) E [o, t]‘: 7k > 7, 7 < 7k’ < u,}, 
c‘$= [O, t-p-(C,uC,uC,). 
As in the case (I), we decompose the integral Zkk’,, into four terms, 




! cj j 
- -- _ __& -- -.-I ____ A-_-.-- ---- I ’ ! ’ ___-- ~--_ 0 D 
Uael C40 j; , _ _____ ;---: --?-- -__:- ---.---.-- 
; :I 
I : ; I 
Ii: : > I 
UCI-l “i ucx Tk 
FIGURE 2 
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3. OTHER NON-DEGENERACY CONDITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
In this section we apply Theorem 2.2 to obtain other non-degeneracy 
conditions which are simpler to handle than (H,). Finally, we discuss some 
examples. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that 
(H,) The algebra -plb generated by the vector fields A,, . . . . A,, with 
respect to the operation APA,, at the point x, has dimension m. 
Then, for any point (s, t) E R:, with st # 0, the law of the random vector X3, 
admits an infinitely differentiable density function. 
Proof In view of Theorem 2.2 it suffices to show that (H,) implies 
(Hz). This was proved in [9]. For the sake of completeness we outline the 
proof. 
Denote by JZZ~ the vector space generated by the vector fields of ~?i at the 
point x. ~4~ would be the vector space generated by the vector fields 
A,(x), . . . . Ad(x) and 
f ii ( n R,) Aii(x), 
II ,..., b-l=1 i=l {j,v(j)=i} 
where n 2 2, v E Yn,, k,, . . . . k, = 1, . . . . d, with the convention 
n D4=Id if {j, v(j) = i} = 0. 
{j,W)=il 
Observe that ~4~ c dz, therefore if we prove that SZZ’* c ~&‘i, since 
dim do = m, we will be done. 
For every v E Yj,, n > 2, define 
D,= ((~1, . . . . t,-I)E[0,1]“-‘,5~~z,,,,fori=1 ,..., n-l}, 
with r, = 1. It can be shown by induction that the functions 1 D,: v E Yn are 
linearly independent, for all n. This fact, together with Theorem 2.2 gives 
the desired inclusion. 1 
It is not obvious how to write the vector fields of 8, in a simple way, by 
means of the operation “V,” when one or more factors are A,,. However, 
hypothesis (H3) can be weakened introducing several vector fields 
involving A,, . 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that 
(H4) the vector space generated by -plb and the vector fields 
ATAiT (ATAj)VAi, Az(AyAi), (AyAO)VAi, AT(ATAj), 
AT(ATAi) - $(AyAo)VAig 1 < i, j d d, 
at the point x, has dimension m. 
Then we have the same conclusion as in the previous proposition. 
ProoJ By an easy calculation we obtain 
= A;A,. 
5 co. 112 CAO * (Ao * Ai)l(T,, ~29 1) dTI dr2 
= A;(A;A,) - ;(A:Ao)v~i. 
I CAO * (Aj * Ai)l(z,, ~27 1) dr, CO?11 
= A;(A;AJ + (z2 - l)(A;Aj)VAi, for all r2fz [0, 11. 
I CA, * (Ao * Ai)I(r,, 72, 1) dT2 CO,ll 
= A;(A;Ai) - z,(A;Ao)VAi, for all r1 E [0, 11. 1 
Hypothesis (H2) and the usual Hormander’s condition are not com- 
parable. Indeed, it is not possible to obtain the Lie algebra generated by 
A 1, . . . . Ad, CAo, A,], j= 1, -, d, from S,. As we have already seen in the 
proof of Proposition 3.2, if in Lemma 2.4 more than one factor equals Ao, 
we obtain terms like AT(ATA,) - $(ArAo)VAi. On the other hand, using 
the method of the proof of Theorem 2.2, it is impossible to obtain terms 
like AVA,. However, we conjecture that this would be possible taking into 
account the values of the process {((z, r), r 2 z} in (0, z). 
EXAMPLES. (1) Letm=2,d=l,A,=($),A,=(~),x=(~).Inthiscase 
A,(x) = (A), (AzA,)(x) = (y). Therefore, by Proposition 3.2, X,, has a 
smooth density, if s t # 0. Notice that Hiirmander’s condition is not fulllied, 
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since [A,, A,] = 0, and in the l-parameter case the stochastic differential 
system 
has a solution which has a singular law. In fact, 
(2) Let m=2, d=l, x=(0,0), A,=(;‘), and A,=($). Hypothesis 
(H2) does not hold, however, (X,‘,, A$,) has a 2-dimensional, non- 
degenerate gaussian law, if st # 0. 
This example indicates that it would be suitable to dispose of a sufficient 
condition for existence and smoothness of density in which the vector fields 
of the form APA,, would appear. 
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